252057, Nesterov Str. 3 USSR The paper presents a way of constructing quasimonotone nonautonomous systems ensuring x-stability of the nonautonomous system. There are described extensions quasimonotone with respect to an arbitrary cone, Perron condition and invadant surface stability under perturbations. Ustability on the set of non-wandering points is proved to imply u-stability of quasimonotone nonlinear system and exponential u-stability on minimal attraction center provides u-stability of the total systems. Examples are available.
INTRODUCTION
One-side models appeared as a means of investigation of real systems dynamical properties in connection with the application of vector Lyapunov functions the existence of which was indicated by Azbelev [1] , Bellman [2] , Matrosov [12] , Melnikov [14] . The comparison method created hereat is presented in [4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 14, 18, 19] and some other papers. In 1977 Lakshmikantham and Leela [7] offered a comparison method for cone-valued Lyapunov functions. The present contribution develops further the ideas of the comparison technique for the case of autonomous and non-autonomous quasimonotone extensions.
In the paper various sufficient conditions for equilibrium state stability in linear and nonlinear models are determined and a relation between the dynamical properties of these models and their behavior on limiting sets established. The concept of "extension" employed allows us to apply the fundamental results from theory of dynamical systems in the investigation of non-autonomous one-side models.
QUASIMONOTONE MODELS IN GENERAL
Let B be a compact metric space, R n be an n-dimensional Euclidean space. The Cartesian product B x R n = E with projection p" E B is a phase space for the given comparison system. Let cone K with interior ( be given in Rn, u _> u;z __clef Ul U2 E K for each u Rn, < u 1,u 2 > = u R n" U l -< u < u2 is a cone segment, and K* is a cone conjugated with K. We consider a dynamical system H t" E E. The inequality obtained contradicts to the exponential U-stability of C/. In the view of the extension monotonicity the theorem is proved.
Let the comparison system be of the form It is easily seen that condition on parameters (4.7) extends (4.8).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The consideration of comparison system as an extension of dynamical system defined on compact manifold allows a) more detailed investigation of linear non-autonomous systems; more complete collection of dynamical properties of comparison and initial system, such as, for example, oscillating processes.
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